Split Stone

WORKING WITH THE STRATIFICATION LAYERS

For our Split Stone range of products, we follow the stratification layers and work with the natural formation of the stone. The material is hand-split, unearthing the terra history of each individual stone showing the appeal of the raw material.

Following the stratification layer brings greater strength through compaction as well as a flat, non-slip, surface - making it ideal for use around pools and on pathways or driveways.

Our Split Stone range presents an economical natural stone option that is also easy to maintain, making it a great choice for both commercial and residential projects alike.
For a selection of high-resolution textures, CAD plug-ins and technical spec support — visit ecooutdoor.com.au
The thin profile of Abyss Split Stone means it can easily transition from inside to out.
The durability, strength and high degree of dimensional accuracy makes granite the ideal product for commercial use.
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For our full product range, visit ecosoutdoor.com.au